
Notes:  

Couldn’t step up, still good throw. Chance of 50+ yards w/o interference 

Took best option, good throw 

Threw to open option (Knox) but a but outside. Catchable but very tough. Had McKenzie and 

Beasley past the sticks open 

great decision, ball behind Brown (4th down attempt) 

Possibly had McKenzie to the sideline. Hit Brown’s hands, great play by D too. Not a bad 

decision or throw 

Deep shot to Brown. Landed just in bounds. Best spot for ball. Brown takes one more step before 

jumping it’s a catch.  

Good throw, good timing good decision 

Only two receivers and maybe a safety valve. Could argue TD to Brown was there, but great 

throw 

1st and 10 should have whole playbook. Had Beas open for a gain right away. Waited to throw. 

Had Beas again but too high. Could have been for Knox but THAT would have been late. Bad 

throw that was too late. Lee Smith WIIIIIIDE open near sideline 

On target, best target 

Beasley crossover for 26 yard gain. Great decision. On target. Near perfect play.  

Maybe about to hit DiMarco for a mid range pass. Hit and lucky it wasn’t a fumble (considered 

incomplete) 

Good timing pass. On target. Kind of play where you decide target pre-snap. Had Brown for a 

better play below, but still really solid play.  

Had three layers with potential plays to be made. Chose middle one to Brown (16 yards). 

Maaaaaaybe a hair late, but really good throw.  

Had a few possible plays. Chose very easy completion to Brown for a min 7 yards, YAC for 11. 

No argument with play. Could say that he waited for wide open player, but literally the reason to 

sign Brown is to make it easier for Allen 

Maybe had McKenzie to the sideline. Hit while “throwing.” More time a TD 

Beasley crosser the better play. Not a horrific decision to McKenzie and defendermade a good 

play 



Looks like called rollout to right. Negated a couple potential plays middle and left. With 

McKenzie the most feasible option, a bit late for original route, placed ball in area where 

McKenzie could have scored, unlikely to be picked. Pretty good throw but play already broken 

down 

First half 18 passes: 8 complete, 10 incomplete/Second half 23 passes: 14 complete, 9 

incomplete 

Brown and DiMarco potentially better targets, but rifles one in to Beasley in tight window. Stood 

firm in pressure 

25 yards to Roberts. Roberts jumped when he likely didn’t need to and tried to bodycatch. Good 

throw by Allen.  

Good pass to Knox. Other side of the field (if play call was to look there) had Brown in about the 

same quality play. Maybe better YAC.  

62 air yards to Beasley overthrow. Reeeeallly hard to time that perfect. Had a route underneath 

that would have been arguably easier, but kill shot play call.  

Beas the whole way. Quick strike in spce to get YAC. Great 1st and 10 call for 6. Allen velocity 

makes this play really nice.  

Brown or safety valve and that’s it. Great hit to Brown on slant.  

Only two real options. Brown meidum or long. Longer pass double covered. COuld have led 

Brown more and maybe had it. Good coverage by defense. high and behind throw. Nearer to 

pick than complete 

Barely missed McKenzie on a near 50 yard throw. McKenzie did a couple things to slow route 

and barely missed deep shot.  

Good short pitch to Knox in pressure for six yards on first 

Looked like Singletary was a good option at time of throw. Defender made a nice break to stop 

for no gain. Had time and could have caught McKenzie for easy first 

Collapsing pocket but had Beas for an easy pitch. Had Brown too. Brown sat on route. Josh 

threw like he was supposed to continue 

Had a few good options. Brown for 17 and other side of field about the same. Nice pass for an 

easy pickup.  

Thrown away d/t pressure. Had Beas but across body 

Took small chunk given to him. Maybe better options to sideline.  

Quick pressure, Roberts the best option for sure. Ball a bit too far ahead. 



Great throw and timing to Knox. Led him for YAC. Other options open but best play possible 

made.  

Really tight window throw. Could argue a bit earlier is even better, but found a throwing lane in 

good coverage for a big play when it was needed.  

Panicked and too late on the throw for the TD. Allowed defender back into play.  

Pressure, spun out. Threw from bad platform. Throw sailed too far wide 

Quick decision to Singletary. COuldn’t wait longer d/t pressure. Defended well 

Excellent play. Good timing. Good throw. Got the first and then some.  

Lots of open receivers to choose from. McKenzie heading to sideline to stop clock was great 

option and 11 yards on first. Really good play. Could have gotten more yards in middle of the 

field though.  

Quick pressure, tipped ball. Better that it was incomplete anyway.  

Good pass. SIngletary looked for a couple extra yards, didn’t get OoB. This is where they wasted 

time in the huddle.  

Hard to tell. Allen led ball to the sideline. Brown broke toward goal line.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


